Industrial Relations - Smart production in the manufacturing industry and work organisation: new scenarios for Industrial Relations

Application reference: VP/2015/004 - AGREEMENT NUMBER - VS/2016/0093

WORKSHOP: 26th and 27th JUNE 2017
Sofia, CITUB headquarter, 1 Macedonia sq.

26 June, 2017, CITUB headquarter, 14 floor, ISTUR library hall

16.30 Preliminary meeting of the project team

19.30 Joint dinner

27 June, 2017, CITUB headquarter, Asia Hall, 2-d floor

8.30 Registration

9.00 Introduction by representative of the leadership of the CITUB (to be confirmed)

and by ISTUR-Dr. Lyuben Tomev, director

Communication by Irres Lucia Morosini

First session: chair- representative of the IRES Morocini

9.30 Industry and smart production in Bulgaria.
The results of the research led by ISTUR,
Dr. Lyuben Tomev, Dr. Ekaterina Ribarova

Communication by trade unions and enterprises
Exchange of experiences

11.00 Coffee break

Second session: chair -Dr. Lyuben Tomev, director of the ISTUR

11.20 Smart production - Which models for industrial relations?
The results of the qualitative research led in Europe: The point of view of 100 privileged witnesses. Towards Guidelines for improving Industrial Relations in Smart Production
By Ires Lucia Morosini

12.00 Debate

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch break
Lunch in the restaurant on the 1-th floor

Third session: chair-representative of IRES Lucia Morocini

14.00 The result of the research led in Europe by IES (UK)
14.30 New models for industrial relations in smart production. The proposals.
Catalogna, CCOO – Carlos Del Barrio
CGTP Fiequimetal- Mario Matos,
Filctem CGIL Piedmont – Elena Palumbo
Filctem CGIL International – Stefano Facin
CGIL Piemonte - Monica Iviglia
Poland (FCA Tichy) – FZZ – Tomasz Pawlak
Bulgaria- ISTUR -Dr. Ekaterina Ribarova
and- sectoral federations, affiliated to the CITUB
(to be confirmed)
Trade Unions representatives by Pirelli SPA and Sorin-Livanova SPA

16.30 Coffee-break

16.45 Conclusion –chair : Dr. Ekaterina Ribarova, ISTUR

CGIL-Italy – Alessio Gramolati
– Representative of the leadership of the CITUB
– (to be confirmed)...and ISTUR- ......................

17.15 Towards the next step of the project, by Ires Lucia Morosini

Note: The working languages are Bulgarian, English and Italian, there will simultaneous interpretation.